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Author's response to reviews:

Thank you for consideration of our manuscript for publication in your journal.

We have reviewed the above manuscript according to your reviewer’s comments.

1. It is not reasonable for there to be 10 authors for a case report. Therefore it needs re submission with only the authors who wrote the manuscript.

2. Why was no CT scan done to look for any bony injuries, even post reduction?"
   we do not make the scanner because after reduction subtalar joint has been stable
   and we weren’t initially suspected cartilages or ligaments injuries

3- the description of the patient:
   Has been changed and we have included the sex of The patient in all sections of manuscript

4- the Ethnicity of the patient in the Abstract and Case presentation sections:
   The Ethnicity of patient has been included in all sections of manuscript

5- the figures have been uploaded as separate files via the online submission system